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Verb forms 
 
Activity 1 
Write the verbs given in brackets (   ) in the correct form. The first one has been done for you. 
 
 

In Britain, as in the USA, it               is                  (be) quite usual to use people’s first names 

when addressing them. People from other cultures (1)___________________ (prefer) to use 

titles like Mr, Dr or Professor. Similarly, some cultures (2)___________________  (favour) the 

use of educational qualifications while others tend to emphasise job titles. 

 

Through her ongoing work with people from many different countries, Maralde  

(3) ________________  (see) firsthand that titles (4)___________________ (play) a different 

role in different cultures. She (5)___________________ (notice) that Germans often put their 

PhD title on their email address or on the IBM email address book and similarly, any Italian 

person who (6)___________________ (go) to university is called ‘doctori’. On the other hand, 

she (7)___________________ (find) that Americans use more work related titles, such as vice-

president or director.  

 

According to Richard Cook, titles (8)___________________  (form) part of our identity. In 

cultures where there is a very structured situation, your title (9)___________________ 

(provide) your status immediately. If you don’t use it in those cultures then you really 

(10)___________________ (be) at an enormous disadvantage. 
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Activity 2 
Write a paragraph about how titles are used in your culture. Think carefully about the verb forms that 
you use. 
 

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
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KEY 
 
Activity 1 
 

In Britain, as in the USA, it               is               (be) quite usual to use people’s first names 

when addressing them. People from other cultures (1)         prefer           (prefer) to use titles like 

Mr, Dr or Professor. Similarly, some cultures (2)         favour        (favour) the use of 

educational qualifications while others tend to emphasise job titles. 

 

Through her ongoing work with people from many different countries, Maralde (3)    has seen        

(see) firsthand that titles (4)            play          (play) a different role in different cultures. She  

(5)   has noticed__ (notice) that Germans often put their PhD title on their email address or on 

the IBM email address book and similarly, any Italian person who (6)      has been       (go) to 

university is called ‘doctori’. On the other hand, she (7)      has found       (find) that Americans 

use more work related titles, such as vice-president or director.  

 

According to Richard Cook, titles (8)       form            (form) part of our identity. In cultures 

where there is a very structured situation, your title (9)     will provide OR provides       

(provide) your status immediately. If you don’t use it in those cultures then you really  

(10)     are OR will be       (be) at an enormous disadvantage. 

 

This worksheet can be used to supplement the following section of Working Abroad: 
 
005 Status – Part 3: Maralde’s experience 
http://www.bbclearningenglish.com/business/wab/u5_3_1.shtml 
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